Sierra Nevada High Route
Sierra Nevada is the second highest mountain range in Western Europe after the Alps. Aligned along
50 kilometers from southwest to northeast, fifteen mountains rise more than three thousand meters
high, culminating in the 3482 meters of the Mulhacén peak, the highest mountain in the Iberian
Peninsula.
This long chain of peaks might be covered in a fantastic four days trekking trip, following an itinerary
as close as possible to the highest heights of this massif, and reaching its fifteen highest summits .
Without being a technically complex route, it will be essential to have excellent fit and mountaineering
experience. All this to enjoy the most demanding high mountain traverse in southern Europe.
Best season: From June 15th to October 15th, 2018.

Day

Activity

1

Granada city. Transfer to Ventura refuge ruins. Mount Caballo (3010 m).
Carihuela vivac refuge. 8 hours trek
Carihuela. Veleta peak (3392 m). Poqueira refuge. 5 hours.
Poqueira. Mount Mulhacén (3482 m). Vacares lake vivac. 8 hours
Vacares. Mount Cerro Pelado (3185 m). Postero Alto refuge. Transfer to
Granada city

2
3
4

Overnight in
Carihuela (3100 m)
Poqueira (2550 m)
Vacares (2800 m)

Prices per person
1
2
3
4

person
persons
persons
/ 6 persons

800
450
375
300

€
€
€
€

These prices include: UIMLA certified mountain guide, Transfers, Accommodation in Poqueira refuge.

And if it doesn´t fit what you are looking for, contact us in urqu@urqu.cl, and we´ll design personal
programme for you, having in mind your needs, your expectations, and your avalaible dates for your
trip.

Mulhacén (3482 meters) and Alcazaba (3471 meters)
Having the cute village of Trevelez as a convenient base, located in the beautiful and picturesque
Alpujarras County, the two most emblematic Sierra Nevada summits might be reached in a three days
trek. In which, we´ll not only reach the highest peak in the Iberian Peninsula (Mulhacén, 3482 m),
and its impressive neighbor (Alcazaba, 3371 m), but also visiting some of the most hidden lagoons
in the all Sierra Nevada massif.

Day
1
2
3

Activity

Overnight in

Trevélez village. Poqueira refuge. 5 hours
Poqueira. Mulhacén (3482 m).
Poqueira. Alcazaba (3371 meters). Trevélez village.

Poqueira (2550 m)
Poqueira (2550 m)

Prices per person
1
2
3
4

person
persons
persons
/ 6 persons

650
375
300
225

€
€
€
€

These prices include: UIMLA certified mountain guide, two nights accommodation in Poqueira refuge.
These prices don´t include: Transfers, Accommodation and feed in Trevélez village.

And if it doesn´t fit what you are looking for, contact us in urqu@urqu.cl, and we´ll design personal
programme for you, having in mind your needs, your expectations, and your dates avalaible for your
trip.

